We demonstrated that N,N′-diphenylperylene tetracarbonic diimide (PTCDI-Ph) could work as an n-type sensitizing layer for the C 60 n-type layer owing to interlayer excitation transfer (ET) when the PTCDI-Ph layer was placed between the C 60 layer and the aluminum anode coupled with the bathocuproine layer. Well-aligned lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals between C 60 and PTCDI-Ph (−4.55 eV for 2 PTCDI-Ph and −4.5 eV for C 60 ) and a larger bandgap for PTCDI-Ph than C 60 (2.04 eV for PTCDI-Ph and 2.0 eV for C 60 ) enabled this interlayer ET-based sensitization. Further, the optical interference effect could be also involved in the sensitization. It was also demonstrated that the combination of both n-type materials C 60 and PTCDI-Ph could successfully reduce the amount of the expensive C 60 used, and a thin C 60 layer was indispensable for efficient charge separation. PTCDI-Ph could work as a light-harvesting n-type material incorporating C 60 -based cells to compensate for C 60 's weak optical absorption.
Introduction
In recent years, organic photovoltaic (PV) cells have emerged as a promising solar cell technology, and the potential to fabricate flexible, lightweight devices with low material consumption and tunable absorption characteristics opens the way to a cost-efficient electricity supply. [1, 2] Increasing research efforts have steadily improved power conversion efficiencies (PCE) in small-molecule-based organic [3] [4] [5] [6] and polymer-based [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] PV cells since the first efficient bilayer photovoltaic cell was reported by Tang. [11] Structurally well-defined small molecular materials avoid the inherent batch-to-batch physical property variations in polymers, and therefore, provide better reproducibility. In addition, they can be adapted for vacuum evaporation deposition techniques, which allow well-defined layer-by-layer structures to be built.
Thus, vacuum evaporation-deposition fabricated organic small-molecule PV cells provide various potential future improvements to the PCE of organic PV cells-improvements which are still needed to make PV cells truly useful.
To enhance PCE, researchers must first increase the efficiency of light absorption and broaden the usable spectrum, which could be achieved by using more than two materials having complementary optical absorption properties. While organic PV cells fundamentally require two different materials, a p-type and an n-type material, for efficient charge separation, C 60 fullerene derivatives, which are generally used as the n-type material, have weak optical absorption in the visible and near infrared (NIR) region because of their high symmetry. To compensate for this optical absorption problem with C 60 derivatives, C 70 and its derivatives, which exhibit stronger optical absorption owing to their lower symmetry [12] , have been frequently used as the n-type material. [13] [14] [15] However, C 70 and its derivatives are more expensive than C 60 and its derivatives, which are already costly enough, because pristine C 70 is only obtained as a by-product of C 60 production. Using C 70 and its derivatives, instead of C 60 , to pursue higher PCE would, therefore, not be commercially viable. Another way to improve absorption efficiencies of the n-type layer in the visible-to-NIR region is, therefore, required. From the viewpoint of efficient charge separation and collection, fullerene derivatives are indispensable for forming the p/n heterojunction, so, it might seem that there is no practical solution to the problem described.
However, we have recently demonstrated the use of two p-type layers with complementary optical absorption properties. [16] Interlayer excitation transfer (ET) between the two layers leads to a relay of excitonic energies to the p/n junction, resulting in the sensitization of the organic PV. If the same system could be adopted for n-type materials, it would successfully allow the indispensable fullerene-based n-type layer system to be given higher optical densities. Thus, costly fullerene-based materials would not be required to achieve higher optical absorptions. In addition, it would probably be possible to reduce the amount of C 60 used because the thin C 60 layer in the n-type material is only used for charge separation. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the possibility of creating a light-harvesting n-type material incorporating fullerene-based organic PV cells to compensate for the fullerenes' weak optical absorption.
Here, we demonstrate that N,N′-diphenylperylene tetracarboxylic diimide (PTCDI-Ph, see Fig. 1a ) can work as an n-type sensitizing layer for the indispensable C 60 n-type layer when the PTCDI-Ph layer is placed between the C 60 layer and the metal anode, which requires a thin bathocuproine (BCP) buffer layer, as shown in Fig. 1b. Figure 1b shows a schematic of the device structure used in the study, and Fig.   1a shows the chemical structures of the materials used. In this study we employed a (thiophene/phenylene) co-oligomer, ,-bisbiphenyl-ter-thiophene (BP3T), as the p-type material instead of more commonly used materials such as copper phthalocyanine (CuPc). This is because we aimed to determine exactly how the The PTCDI-Ph highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy was determined with a photoelectron emission yield spectrometer (Riken Keiki AC-3). The optical band gap was equal to the spectral onset of an absorption spectrum. The onset was determined from the cross point between the tangent line at the lower-wavelength-side inflection point of the first absorption peak and the baseline (see Fig. 2 ). The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy was then estimated to be the difference between the HOMO energy and the optical bandgap. When we introduced the PTCDI-Ph layer between the C 60 and BCP layers, the J-V curves were dramatically altered depending on the thickness of the PTCDI-Ph layer, as is clearly shown in Fig. 3 . The most important point is that the J SC increased to 3.4 mA/cm 2 when the thickness was 30 nm. We immediately realized from this that electrons can move in the PTCDI-Ph layer. This makes sense from the standpoint of the n-type organic transistor behavior of PTCDI-Ph [19] and other PTCDI derivatives. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] However, J SC was lower for the 40-nm thick layer than for the 30-nm thick layer. Note that the non-BP3T cell exhibited much worse performance than the others with the PTCDI-Ph layers, which indicates that the BP3T/C 60 junction mainly causes charge separation in the cells comprising BP3T, C 60 , and PTCDI-Ph. Figure 4 shows the IPCE spectra of the cells with different PTCDI-Ph thicknesses. The IPCE spectrum for the non-PTCDI-Ph cell seems to be based on the optical absorption of the C 60 layer because of the similarities between the spectrum and the C 60 absorption coefficient spectrum shown in Fig. 2 , which is consistent with the thickness of the BP3T layer (10 nm). The optical absorption of the BP3T layer contributes to the absorption below about 400 nm. Figure 4 also clearly shows that the IPCE values at higher wavelengths than 400 nm increased with thickness of the PTCDI-Ph layer. For example, the IPCE at 500 nm increased as the PTCDI-Ph layer increased up to 30 nm thick. However, the IPCE at 500 nm decreased for the 40 nm thick layer, and the IPCE at wavelengths below 400 nm were small, especially for layers more than 30 nm thick. As shown in Fig. 2 , PTCDI-Ph gives strong optical absorption around 400-600 nm, with peaks at 568, 538, and 458 nm, and a shoulder at 485 nm. Looking at the IPCE spectra for the 30 nm and 40 nm thick PTCDI-Ph cells shown in Fig. 4 , it appears that a small but clear shoulder appeared around 550 nm. It is clear, therefore, that the optical absorption of PTCDI-Ph in the thick (30 and 40 nm) PTCDI-Ph cells contributed to their photon-electron conversions.
Experimental

Results and Discussion
In the cell design, the PTCDI-Ph layer has no direct contact with the BP3T layer, which is the p-type layer, and the 40-nm thick C 60 layer ensures lack of direct contact. As we have already reported, for organic PV cells with several combinations of different p-type materials, [16] ET occurs from the PTCDI-Ph to the C 60 layer, and charge separation finally occurs at the BP3T/C 60 interface. The PTCDI-Ph bandgap is larger than that of C 60 , as shown in Fig. 1c . A larger PTCDI-Ph bandgap would drive the ET.
This finding indicates that our organic PV sensitizing concept, based on interlayer ET, can work even with combinations of n-type materials.
When the thickness of the PTCDI-Ph layer was 10 and 20 nm, sensitization from PTCDI-Ph, which appeared as the shoulder around 550 nm was not observed.
However, IPCE sensitizations were observed and the improvements in J SC also occurred.
We think that the thin PTCDI-Ph layers work as an optical buffer layer. That is, the insertion of the PTCDI-Ph layer made the C 60 layer farther from the Al anode, and, in other words, the C 60 layer became closer to the first antinode of the standing waves formed from the incident light and reflected light from the anode. As a result, the optical absorption of the C 60 layer and the IPCE were enhanced. Examining the IPCE spectrum for the thick PTCDI-Ph layers (for example, 40 nm) in Fig. 4 closely, another small but clear shoulder can be seen around 625 nm, and this shoulder could also be observed in all of the IPCE spectra. The C 60 absorption spectrum contains a similar shoulder at the same wavelength. PTCDI-Ph has no optical absorption in this wavelength region, so an optical buffer effect was even more marked, even though the C 60 optical absorption in this region is very weak. In addition, decreases in the IPCE below 400 nm result from the same buffer effect because of the dependence of the antinode position on the light wavelength. Transfer matrix analyses [25, 26] of light standing waves in the cells in the Supplementary Information support this discussion (Fig. S1 ) as well as the lack of a shoulder in IPCE due to PTCDI-Ph in thinner PTCDI-Ph cells (Fig. S2) .
The extracted parameters from the J-V curves, J SC , V OC , and FF, are summarized in Figure 5 . The J SC calculated from the IPCE spectra and the ideal AM1.5G solar spectrum (100 mW/cm 2 ) are also shown in the figure. Although the exact J SC values at each thickness are systematically different, probably because of differences between the artificial solar simulator spectrum and the ideal spectrum, the thickness dependence tendencies are the same. This means that the changes in J SC in Fig. 3 are consistent with those in the IPCE spectra. The FFs were almost the same using PTCDI-Ph layer thicknesses between 0 and 20 nm, which means PTCDI-Ph has no influential electron barrier at either the C 60 /PTCDI-Ph interface or the PTCDI-Ph/BCP interface. The PTCDI-Ph LUMO level is −4.55 eV, which is very close to the C 60 LUMO (−4.5 eV), so no influential barrier appeared. However, the thicker PTCDI-Ph layer led to a slight decrease in FF, and we suppose that it was influenced by the PTCDI-Ph electron transporting properties. [19] The V OC values also depended on the PTCDI-Ph layer thickness. One of the possible reasons must be the J SC dependence on V OC ; however, V OC was almost saturated at the PTCDI-Ph thickness of 40 nm, where J SC decreased. Therefore, another reason has to exist and further studies are required. (Fig. 6) is the same as the thickness of the C 60 layer of the 0-nm-thick PTCDI-Ph cell (Fig. 3) . An approximately 30% increase in J SC from 1.9 mA/cm 2 (BP3T/40-nm-C 60 ) to 2.4 mA/cm 2 (BP3T/10-nm-C 60 /30-nm-PTCDI-Ph) indicated that this n-type material combination of C 60 and PTCDI-Ph could successfully reduce the amount of the expensive C 60 used, and a thin C 60 layer was indispensable for efficient charge separation. In summary, PTCDI-Ph could work as a light-harvesting n-type material incorporating C 60 -based cells to compensate for C 60 's weak optical absorption. We demonstrated that this concept worked well in stacked-layer organic PV cells, but this might also work in bulk heterojunction (BHJ)-architecture-based organic PV cells [7] , where the active layer is a mixture of a p-type material and a fullerene derivative. This is because the additional n-type material layer, which is placed between the BHJ layer and the metal anode, could work as a sensitizing buffer layer.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that PTCDI-Ph could work as an n-type sensitizing layer for the C 60 n-type layer when the PTCDI-Ph layer is placed between the C 60 layer and the aluminum anode. This indicated that interlayer ETs, for relaying excitonic energies to the p/n junction, worked well in n-type layer systems. It was also demonstrated that the amount of C 60 used in these layers could be reduced while maintaining a higher J SC , and only a thin C 60 layer was required for effective charge separation. 
Banoukepa
Transfer Matrix Analysis of Light Standing Wave in Cells
The transfer matrix method is widely used for analyzing light standing waves because of optical interference in organic thin-film solar cells. This method requires the optical constant (complex refractive index) of the materials at each wavelength.
However, there are no data regarding the optical constant, in particular, the refractive index of BP3T and PTCDI-Ph. Therefore, in the following analysis, we assumed their refractive indexes to be 2, although their extinction coefficients were estimated from the absorption spectra of their thin films. The analysis results are somewhat erroneous; however, they are qualitatively correct because an assumed refractive index of 1.8 gave almost the same results. Table S1 summarizes all the optical parameters used. The real parts of the refractive indexes of the materials were assumed to be 2, and the imaginary parts were calculated from the absorption coefficients () at each wavelength () (Fig. 2) on the basis of equation k = ln10/(4). 
